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Fast tracks 

New American works capture the frenetic pace of modern living 

By Lizzy Le Quesne
For The Prague Post
July 7, 2005

In two new and simultaneous exhibitions,
Futura has turned its focus on contemporary
artists based in Brooklyn, New York City, with a
selection of fresh, intelligent work that presents
sharply observed yet meditative views of
modern life.

"Brooklyn, Brooklyn" consists of three solo
shows by artists who participated in the
gallery's artists-in-residence program at Castle
Třebešice last year. Celebrate the New Dark Age
is an energetic, witty and ambiguous sculptural
installation by Johnston Foster. Two enormous
birds pursue a herd of wild pigs stampeding
through the main gallery space, one of them
caught and lifted into the air by the predator's
giant claws. The animal is squarely beaten, yet a kind of dream is realized: a pig is
made to fly. Made from rubber tires, yellow rubber gloves, bicycle tubing and other
recycled materials, the scene is an epic drama with a faintly nauseating rubbery stink.
The breathless, dog-eat-dog, synthetic and colossal ambitions of modern life are laid
bare, and the creatures embody a real sense of panic and haste.

In Journey Back to Oneself, Jeph Gurecka presents an unsteady tower of skulls baked
from homemade bread turned stale and crusty. In a darkened room, viewers walk
upon a floor covered in salt, the black lighting causing one's path through the salt to
remain marked. In biblical terms bread and salt are the stuff of life, and in a third
piece the fuel of New York — coffee — is arranged into the form of a hand, heavily
lined with traces of a life lived and yet to be lived.

In the delightfully spare and simple Erasing Misery, Sorrow and Grief by Jason Clay
Lewis, a human hand is shown calmly rubbing out words printed on a plain white
background. The words are carefully and decoratively written, as though the notions
they signify were outmoded but precious. As each word diminishes letter by letter,
associations arise from the newly formed words or the abstract marks that remain.

"BROOKLin VIDEO" is a lively collection of 10
works dispersed throughout Futura's video
rooms and warrenlike cellar. Kenseth
Armstead's in_authentic_b (2003) is a cogent
and provocative piece about being black in the
United States. It begins with a torrent of labels:
"African, slave, nigger, Negro, colored, black,
African-American, brown," then switches to a
game of soccer, played barefoot on a sandy yard in the bright sun, in Africa. The
voice-over says, "My friend Charles, home for the holidays," as a black man in sandals
and carrying a briefcase joins the game. Through the skilled footwork and breathless
chat of the players and the handheld video camera running down empty, dusty streets,
the film begins to resemble war footage. The words "I'm not like them, but I can
pretend" applies both to the natives of the African village and to the Brooklynites back
home.

The Swan (2005) by Nin Brudermann is a haunting urban fairy tale in which a swan
attempts to make its home in the East River. The camera sweeps over the rippling
water, blue by day and deep red at night, as the swan and its momentary partners
glide in and out of the frame. Narrated by Brudermann in storybook style with a soft
European accent (she is originally from Vienna), the swan's story is that of an exotic
and fragile creature in rough industrial surroundings.

The Glasshouse Home Movies (2001�03) is a split-screen work by Mariam Ghani
showing four parallel films, each made up of fast edits and cut-up footage, much of it
taken from news clips, advertising and daytime television. The piece effectively
combines and interrelates imagery of femininity and war. While one-quarter of the
screen focuses on grand parties, the opposite corner intercuts a woman tossing and
turning in white sheets, tables laid with red fruit and spilled wine, and news footage of
bombs, explosions and splashes of blood. Between these two extremes, one part of
the screen shows a ghostly figure of a girl moving around a bathroom in quiet, private
moments. The fourth quarter focuses on a girl in a head scarf scrubbing a kitchen
floor, energetically making order from chaos on a personal scale.

The ebb and flow of syrupy music accompanies Jacob Dyrenforth's Romantic Comedy
(2002), in which a young man runs through Brooklyn streets, sometimes clutching a
bunch of red flowers. Gawky in a dark suit, his jacket flapping behind him, he seems
in endless pursuit, presumably of a lover. He passes by one particular woman
repeatedly, the back of her head becoming familiar to the viewer and intriguing: Why
not her? The background music fades and increases with renewed vigor, as if signaling
a denouement that never comes.

This excellent sampling of artists from Brooklyn is packed with personal and clever
works that comment on life in a fast and brutal environment, while keeping close and
protective connections to poetic and subjective experience.

Lizzy Le Quesne can be reached at features@praguepost.com
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